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Abstract

The XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft Program

(TRRA) exemplifies the effective use of simulation

from issuance of the request for proposal through

conduct of a flight test program. From program

inception, simulation complemented all phases of

XV-15 development. The initial simulation evalua-

tions during the source evaluation board proceedings

contributed significantly to performance and sta-

bility and control evaluations. Eight subsequent

simulation periods provided major contributions in

the areas of control concepts, cockpit configura-

tion, handling qualities, pilot workload, failure

effects and recovery procedures, and flight bound-

ary problems and recovery procedures. The fidelity

of the simulation also made it a valuable pilot

training aid, as well as a suitable tool for mili-

tary and civil mission evaluations. Recent simula-

tion periods have provided valuable design data for

refinement of automatic flight control systems.

Throughout the program, fidelity has been a prime

issue and has resulted in unique data and methods

for fidelity evaluation which are presented and

discussed.

Introduction

The XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft program

is a joint Army/NASA/Navy program initiated in 1973

*Handling Qualities, Flight Controls, and Simulation

Specialist, Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft Project.

+XV-15 Project Test Pilot.

as a "proof-of-concept" and "technology demonstrator"

program for the tilt rotor V/STOL aircraft concept

(Navy participation began in 1979). Two aircraft

were built by Bell Helicopter Textron, and basic

proof-of-concept flight testing was completed in

September 1981. At present, one aircraft is at Ames

Research Center for continuation of government flight

testing for aircraft documentation, and the other is

at Bell Helicopter Textron for further contractor

development and participation in military applica-

tions demonstrations. Significant program milestones

are shown in Fig. i.

The tilt-rotor concept is relatively complex

and, based on other V/STOL aircraft history, was

considered to be a high-risk program. Therefore,

from program conception, comprehensive piloted simu-

lation was made an integral part of the design,

development, and test programs. Starting with par-

allel simulation of the bidders' design proposals,

and continuing through October 1981, simulation was

integrated with the entire flight test program.

Before first hover tests of the XV-15 in May 1977,

four major simulations and one limited simulation

were conducted at Ames Research Center. The major

simulations utilized the Flight Simulator for

Advanced Aircraft (FSAA), and the limited hover

simulation was performed on the Six-Degree-of-

Freedom simulator. Since the beginning of the con-

tractor's flight test program in April 1979, four

additional major simulations have been performed to

investigate flight-test anomalies, systems refine-

ment, and military missions evaluations. Three

utilized the FSAA, and one utilized the new Vertical

Motion Simulator (VMS). These simulation periods

were also used to provide pilot training and
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familiarization in addition to satisfying the

research objectives.

Since the piloted simulation efforts were con-

sidered to be a critical element of the program,

the overall fidelity of the simulation was of prime

importance. The required fidelity was obtained by

close attention to mathematical model integrity, as

well as to fidelity issues related to normal simu-

lation problems. These included motion and visual

systems and correlation with actual flight charac-

teristics of the aircraft. This report presents

the manner in which the XV-15 simulation was devel-

oped to provide the required fidelity, its use

throughout the program, its limitations, and an

assessment of its value relative to program per-

formance and safety.

It also flies as a high-performance, turboprop air-

plane with conventional control surfaces (Fig. 3).

XV-15 Design Characteristics

A brief description of the XV-15 tilt rotor

will help to define the scope and complexities of

the simulation model. The aircraft hovers and

operates in low-speed flight as a lateral-tandem-

rotor helicopter, with that vehicle's attendant

stability and control requirements (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 XV-15 in helicopter mode.

Fig. 3 X_T-15 in airplane mode.

In between modes, _t uses a combination of rotor and

conventional airplane controls, for it derives lift

from both the rotors and the wing. Control phasing

is accomplished mechanically with control-system

gains varying with nacelle tilt and airspeed.

The XV-]5 is powered by two Lycoming T-53

turboshaft engines, designated LTCIK-4K, which are

rated at 1,550 shp for takeoff with a normal rating

of 1,250 shp. A transmission cross-shaft permits

both rotors to be driven by one engine. The engines,

transmissions, and rotor systems are located in wing-

tip nacelles which can be rotated 95°--from 0 ° in the

airplane mode to 5 _ aft of vertical in the heli-

copter mode. The three-blade proprotors are 25 ft

in diameter and the blade twist is 45 ° from root to

tip. They are g Nnbal-mounted to the hub with an

elastomeric spring for control augmentation. The

wing span is 32 ft from spinner to spinner, and the

aircraft is 42 ft long (Fig. 4). Wing loading is

77 ib/ft 2, and disc loading at the design gross

weight of 13,000 Ib is 13.2 Ib/ft 2. The XV-15

carries 1,475 ib _*f fuel, which allows a research

flight of about i hr. It is equipped with LW-3B

rocket seats f_r _he crew of two.

Fig. 4 XV-15 dimensions.



In thehelicoptermode,theXV-15flight con-
trol systemcanbecomparedto that of a lateral-
tandemhelicopter. Theuseof collectivepitch,
cyclic pitch, differential cyclic, anddifferential
collectiveareshownin Fig. 5. Duringhovering
flight, the airplanecontrol surfacesareactive
but areineffective at lowspeeds.Rotorcontrols
aremechanicallyphasedout astheconversion
processprogressesto theairplanemodeandthe
conventionalelevator,flaperons,andrudders

generatecontrolmoments.Full-span,electrically
operatedflaps areusedduringhoverandIn the
conversionmodes.A schematicof theflight-control
systemis presentedin Flg. 6.

Rotorrpmis maintainedbya blade-pitch
governor,whichdetectserror betweencommandedand
actualrpm. Collective-pitchinputsfromthedual-
channelgovernoraresuperimposedoncollective-
pitch inputsfromthepowerleverandlateral stick

VERTICAL CONTROL ROLL CONTROL_I _

PITCH CONTROL YAW CONTROL

Fig. 5 Helicopter mode control functions.
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in the helicopter mode. Total collective-pitch

authority is transferred to the governor during

conversion to airplane mode. A manual control

wheel in the cockpit may be used for rpm control

should the governor fail.

Stability and control augmentation (SCAS) is

provided by a three-axis rate system with a pitch

and roll attitude retention feature. SCAS gains

are varied with conversion angle to provide appro-

priate rate damping and control augmentation for

either helicopter or airplane mode flight. Pitch

and roll axes have dual channels, and the yaw axis

is single channel. SCAS-off flight has been rou-

tinely demonstrated; damping and control are

degraded, but the XV-15 is quite safe to fly, even

though the pilot workload is significantly higher.

A force-feel system (FFS) provides stick and pedal

forces proportional to control displacements while

isolating the pilot controls from SCAS feedback

forces. Force gradients are increased and trim

rates are decreased with airspeed through a dynamic

pressure ("q") sensor. With FFS off, pitch trim is

available at a reduced rate; contro] forces are

high but manageable.

An interconnected, hydraulically powered con-

version system (Fig. 7) provides 95 ° of nacelle

tilt at a rate of approximately 7.5°/sec. A con-

tinuous conversion can be accomplished in about

12 sec, or the pilot can perform the conversion in

steps or at a slower rate of 1.5°/sec. Hydraulic

power for conversion is triply redundant because the

XV-15 cannot be landed in the airplane mode. In

the event of total electrical failure, the pilot

still has mechanical access to hydraulic power to

convert to the helicopter or STOL mode.

The current airspeed-altltude envelope is

shown in Fig. 8. Some of the level-flight stabi-

lized points are plotted along with the predicted

envelope based on the normal rated power and torque

limits.

Additional details of the XV-15 design are

given in Refs. 1 through 4.

Simulation Description

The simulation facilities at Ames Research

Center are designed to provide research simulation

capability for a wide variety of aircraft concepts,

ranging from helicopters and V/STOL aircraft to

supersonic transports and the Space Shuttle. These

facilities are operated and maintained by the Flight

Systems and Simulation Research Division of the

Aeronautics and Flight Systems Directorate. The

active time required for any one simulation on a

major facility (FS_ or VMS) varies from several

weeks to several months. Figure 9 presents a sche-

matic of the simulation system applicable to any

desired configuration.

The elements common to all simulations are the

cab and motion system, the visual systems, control

loaders, and a ho_t computer, in this case, a Xerox

Data Systems (XDS) Sigma 8. Within the host com-

puter, standard software is provided for all equa-

tions of motion, transformations, motion and visual

drives, etc. The user provides the mathematical

model for the aircraft, including all aerodynamics,

structural dynamics (if included), flight controls,

instrument requirements, and definitions of force-

feel system parameters. 5 When done in this manner,

a change in configuration from simulation to simu-

lation only requi_es changing the simulator cab

instrument panel _md control configuration to that

required by the user, installing and checking out

the user's mathematical model on the computer, and

integrating the desired elements into an operating

system. These changes are normally accomplished in

about 2 weeks; this includes generating fidelity

evaluation data as required by the users. These

data norma]]y include such items as static and

dynamic checks, visual, force-feel, and motion sys-

tems frequency response data, or any other data

specified by the user. TNe evaluations and data

requirements used to assess the XV-15 simulation

fidelity will be discussed later.

ACTUATOR

, T RCO   C  HA TZ

" HYDRAULIC MOTOR

Fig. 7 Conversion system.
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ELEMENTS
OF

A SIMULATION

Two bidders responded to the request for proposals,

Boeing-Vertol and Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT),

who were also the only subsequent bidders for the

aircraft development.

Although this program was extremely ambitious,

both contractors completed their efforts in about

14 months, which was in time to effectively use

the simulation during the source evaluation board

(SEB) proceedings in March 1973. Both the contrac-

tors and the government obtained significant bene-

fits from the simulation development program. The

contractors developed an "in-house" simulation for

their use in proposal preparation, and the govern-

ment received a program from each contractor.

These programs provided both the contractor's data

and analytical methods for evaluating the contrac-

tors' performance, and stability and control

proposal submittals.

Fig. 9 Simulation elements.

Development

The decision to make piloted simulation a

significant and integral part of the Tilt Rotor

Research Aircraft (TRRA) program was made in ._uly

1971, before TRRA program approval bv NASA and Army

Headquarters. The requests for proposals for the

mathematical model and simulation development were

released in August 1971, with the following ground

rules for bidders:

i) A complete nonlinear mathematical model

and aircraft simulation was to be developed

2) Modular mathematical model construction

in a specified format was to be used

3) The mathematical model was to be programmed

and checked out at the contractor's facility, simul-

taneously with programming and check out at the

government's facility (FSAA)

4) The simulation was to be operational on

the FSAA in 1 year

Mathematical Model

A detailed discussion of theXV-15mathematical

model 6 is beyond the scope of this paper. At the

time it was developed, it was the largest, most

complex ever implemented on the simulation facili-

ties at Ames Research Center. It contains a com-

plete nonlinear representation of the XV-15 aircraft,

which includes all aerodynamics through an angle

of attack and sideslip range of ±180 ° , interactions

of the rotor wake on the airframe, all flight con-

trois and actuators, the automatic flight controls

and the landing gear. The rotor model uses linear-

ized aerodynamics with nonuniform inflow rather

than strip analysis, since the latter requires more

computer capacity than is available. The rotor

model is valid for the full XV-15 envelope, includ-

ing autorotations. Additional details on nonlinear

complex aerodynamic interactions are available in

Ref. 7. The total model represents 13 degrees of

freedom. Since program inception, the mathematical

model document has undergone eight revisions to

maintain its status relative to the aircraft con-

figuration and data base. The latest revision was

completed in 1980 and represents the present air-

craft configuration.



Therequirementfor a modularstructureof the
mathematicalmodelwasspecifiedto streamlinethe
generalprogrammingandto providesimpleaccessto
anyparticularmodulefor changesresultingfrom
variationsin thedesignor fromimprovementsin
thedatabases.Thus,althougheachmodulehada
fixed input andoutput, themodelingwithin the
modulecouldbesimplistic initialily andincreased
in complexityasanalysisor datajustified. The
final configurationof themathematicalmodel6 con-
tains 20separatesubsystemsor modules.

Duringtheearly phasesof theXV-15program,
SystemsTechnology,Inc. (STI),Hawthorne,
California,providedtechnicalsupportto theProj-
ect Office in theareasof flight controlsdevelop-
mentandsimulation. Asa result of theseefforts,
STIdevelopedanaddendumfor theBHTmathematical
modelwhichprovidedtheadditionalcapabilityof
evaluatingtheeffectsof control-systemhysteresis
andflexibility onaircraft characteristics.8 This
modelingcouldbeswitchedin or out for evalua-
tions, andwasquitevaluablein identifyinglimit-
cyclingbehavioroccurringduringflight test. The
effect of thehysteresismodelingonsimulationis
discussedin thesectiononfidelity.

Themathematicalmodelof theXV-15landing
gearwastheonly significantaircraft elementthat
wascompromisedin thesimulation.Thiswas
becausethedigital simulationcycletimesrequired
werefar in excessof that requiredfor thehigh
rateof changeof forcesonthelandinggearduring
touchdown.Thisproblemis alsodiscussedfurther
in thesectiononfidelity.

Asignificantportionof thesimulationuse
wasdevotedto identifyingfailure effectsand
recoveryprocedures,sincesignificantadverse
failure effectscouldrequiresystemsredesign.
Tofacilitate theseevaluations,systemsfailures
weremodeledfor singleor dualengines,hydraulic
systems,electrical systems,stability andcontrol
augmentationsystems,force-feelsystems_and
governorsystems.Thesearecontrolledbythe test
engineerandarecurrentlyusedduringtrainingand
familiarizationof newpilots.

Theeffectsof airframeaeroelasticswerecon-
sideredin thecontractordevelopmentphaseby
Boeing-Vertol.Themodesevaluatedwerewingver-
tical bending(3.5Hz),wingtorsion(i0 Hz),and
wingchordbending(6 Hz). Thesewereevaluated
onthecontractor'ssimulationfacility, whereit
wasdeterminedthat theonlymodeaffecting the
pilot controltaskwaswingvertical bending.This
occurredonly in hoveringflight, andthenet
effect wasto causeanapproximate0.l-sec lag in
vertical responseto control. Sincethis lag is
approximatelythesameasthat inducedbydigital
simulationcycle-timelag, furtherconsiderations
of aeroelasticsweredeleted.

Simulation Hardware

During the course of the XV-15 program, three

of the simulators at Ames Research Center were

used: the Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft

(FSAA), the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS), and

the Six-Degree-of-Freedom Motion Simulator (6-DOF).

The FSAA and VMS simulations were essentially

identical, with the exception of the motion sys-

tems. The 6-DOF simulation utilized a simplified

perturbation-type mathematical model applicable only

to hover and l_w-speed flight (0-!0 knots).

Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft. The

FSAA has been the workhorse of the XV-15 simulation

program (Fig. ]0). It permitted large-amplitude

motion and rapid accelerations for the many tasks

and evaluations performed. The cab is provided with

a virtual image television visual which presents a

visual scene from one of two large terrain boards.

These boards pr_vid(.d a typical airport and runway

environment, a ETOL port, carrier or other ship

models for landing, a nap-of-the-earth terrain area

for low-level fllght around vegetation and hills,

and other fe_tures to enhance the realism of the

simulation. Provisions for instrument flight to

minimums were _w_ilable, as well as flight "on top"

to escape the con[ines of the terrain-board bound-

aries. Other !_ids to the pilot include a Visual

Approach Slope Indicator (VASI) light for approaches

to the runway. An XDS Sigma 8 digital computer was

used to compute the aircraft dynamics. Electro-

hydraulic contr_.l ]_aders were used to provide the

variable stick and pedal control forues necessary

for the simulation. The right side of the two-place

cab was set up for the XV-15 with essential controls

and instruments. Details of the cockpit will be

discussed later.

Vertical Motium Simulator. The VMS was used to

examine SCAS and blade-pitch governor modifications

designed to improve the response and handling quali-

ties of the XV-]I_. It is a new and unique simulation

facility which _nc]udes the capability for 60 ft of

vertical motion and 40 ft of lateral travel

(Fig. ii). Th_ visual systems, control loaders,

and computers used are essentially the same as those

used during FSAA simulations.

The Six-Degree-of-Freedom Motion Simulator.

The 6-DOF simulator has a single-place cab and is

well suited for the evaluation of VTOL aircraft in

hovering flight (Fig. 12). Helicopter controls were

used for this limited evaluation, and the cockpit

was left open to provide a one-to-one visual simu-

lation, using [h_ _ interior of the facility and the

world outside through open hangar doors. The motion

system was driven directly from computed aircraft

accelerations (no washouts were employed). There-

fore, within an Ig-ft cube all attitude, motion, and

visual cues weYe Y_a]. An early look at some fail-

ure modes was ac_L_mp]ished and an automatic system

to increase en_ine power in the event of single-

engine failure during hover was eliminated from the

design. In all cases, the pilots beat the automatic

system with power application.

XV-15 Simu[;_ted Cockpit. The cockpit setup

for the XV-15 simulations provided the pilots with

the essential _ontrols and instruments to effec-

tively simulate the aircraft. The instrument panel

of the simulator is shown in Fig. 13 and that of the

XV-15 is shown in Fig. 14. The cockpit configura-

tion was identJcq] for both the FSAA and VMS simu-

lations. The instruments, although not identical

to those in the _Lrcraft in most cases, were similar

and their locati<ms in the simulator closely matched

their locations in the XV-15. Many engine, trans-

mission, and systems gages and the caution panel

were not functi_m_:i but only mocked-up in the simu-

lator. The cent:t_r c_nsole of the simulator, par-

tially shown in "_g. 13, incorporated SCAS, FFS, and

governor panels ,_hicb were identical in function and

very similar Ln :g_pearance to the real thing.



Fig. i0 Flight Simulatorfor AdvancedAircraft.

Thepowerleverandcontrolstick in thesimulator
wereconfiguredto matchthosein theXV-15,and
theyincorporatedthe samefunctionsandswitches
in their design. Finally, the landinggearand
flap switcheswerelocatedontheright, aft endof
thecenterconsolein their properlocation. All
of this attentionto detail wasimportantin the
researchsimulator. Thiswasnot only truefor the
evaluationsof theaircraft responseandhandling
qualities, butalso for the transferof training,
bothdeliberateandunplanned,whichthepilots
wouldacquireduringthesimulationsbeforethe
first flight of theaircraft. Instrumentscan,
controlfeel andmanipulation,andsystemsopera-
tion duringnormaloperationandfailure modeshad
to berealistic.

Simulation Evaluations

Chronology

The XV-15 simulation chronology is shown in

Fig. 15. The initial XV-15 simulation in 1973, con-

ducted on the FSAA, was a comparative evaluation of

the two contractors' design proposals for a tilt-

rotor aircraft. NASA, Army, and contractor pilots

and engineers participated in the evaluation, and

the results were considered in "other factors" in

the source evaluation process. After the selection

of the contractor to build the two tilt-rotor air-

craft in July 1973, a limited simulation was con-

ducted on the 6-DOF simulator for some early design

analysis. It was followed in December 1973 by an
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Fig. Ii Vertical Motion Simulator.

extensive simulation on the FSAA of the selected

Bell configuration. 9 The simulation covered

control-system and subsystem engineering studies,

aircraft handling-qualities investigation, and the

cockpit design.

Significant control-system and mathematical

model changes resulted from this effort. It was

followed in July of 1974 by another major simula-

tion to continue design analysis of the control

system and subsystems in normal and failure modes

and investigation of predicted handling qualities. 10

Cockpit layout evaluations continued and changes

were incorporated. In October 1975 the simulation

objectives were to investigate various operational

conditions and to look at envelope boundary or

limit conditions. ]_ Cockpit changes made since the

last simulati_m _'re also evaluated. Flight bound-

ary conditions included thrust and blade-load

limits and wing stall. This completed program-

related simulation activity prior to the rollout

and first hover flights of the XV-15. The mathe-

matical model continued to be used for advanced

tilt-rotor applications. Investigations of control,

guidance, and display concepts 12 were conducted, as

wel] as military applications and missions with

advanced control configurations.

After the initial hover tests, the XV-15 was

tested extensively in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind

Tunnel in ]97g. These tests were preceded by off-

line simu]ati_ ,_i aircraft failures predicted to



Fig. 12 Six-Degree-of-Freedom Motion Simulator.

Fig. 13 XV-15 simulator instrument panel. Fig. 14 XV-15 aircraft instrument panel.



• SIMULATION OF CONTRACTOR PROPOSALS

• LIMITED DESIGN EVALUATION

• SIMULATION OF SELECTED CONFIGURATION

• CONTROL SYSTEM AND HANDLING QUALITIES

• OPERATIONAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

• MILITARY MISSIONS AND PILOT FAMILIARIZATION

• SCAS AND GOVERNOR MODIFICATIONS

• SCAS AND GOVERNOR MODIFICATIONS

• UNTESTED MODIFICATIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS

Fig. 15 Aircraft simulation chronology.

MARCH 1973

OCTOBER 1973

DECEMBER 1973

JULY 1974

OCTOBER 1975

MARCH 1980

OCTOBER 1980

MARCH 1981

OCTOBER 1981

be critical during wind tunnel testing. This was

done to identify potentially dangerous conditions

and to develop recovery procedures. Additional

moving-base simulations were conducted at Ames

Research Center after the start of tile contractor

flight test program in April 1979. The first of

these, 13 conducted in early 1980, had pilot famil-

iarization as a primary objective along with

limited evaluation of military missions. The next

period, in the fall of 1980, was devoted primarily

to control-system modification evaluations. It was

conducted on the newly activated Vertical Motion

Simulator at Ames while one X¥-15 was being flight

tested at the Dryden Flight Research Center,

Edwards AFB, California. SCAS and governor modifi-

cations were evaluated and later tested in the air-

craft. The following simulation, early in 1981,

also involved SCAS and governor refinements.

Finally, the most recent simulation activity at

Ames was run on the FSAA in the fall of 1981 while

both XV-15 aircraft were on flight-test status at

Ames. In addition to future modifications and

configurations, some simulation validation was

accomplished.

An additional nonpiloted use of the simulation

was the development of a parameter identification

algorithm for use in stability and control flight

testing. 13 The aircraft stability derivatives and

response-time histories for various flight condi-

tions were developed on the simulator. The time

histories were then processed to obtain the deriv-

atives via the parameter identification algorithm.

The results are encouraging, and it is intended

that the procedure will be used during the govern-

ment flight-test program.

Accomplishments

During 9 years of XV-15 simulation, the pri-

mary program objectives were met. After the devel-

opment of the detailed mathematical model, a

valuable research tool was available to the design

engineers and pilots involved in the aircraft

development. Before flight of the aircraft,

detailed design studies and analyses on the simu-

lator resulted in major improvements to the XV-15

configuration and control system. Piloted evalua-

tions permitted the optimization of control-system

gains, the early investigation of failure modes,

and development of cockpit procedures. Proposed

design changes were evaluated and either incor-

porated in the XV-15 design, modified, or discarded,

based on simulation results. The many hours of

piloted operation of the simulator provided valuable

training before flying this unconventional aircraft

from one mode to the other. The intermediate, or

tilt, modes were Jlso investigated thoroughly. A

major accomplishment of this extensive simulation

activity was that there were no significant sur-

prises to the pilots in flight, and that they were
comfortable with the aircraft. The similarities of

the simulation to actual flight, commented upon from

the beginning, enhanced safety during the flight

test program. In most cases, simulation limitations

(to be discussed) made the aircraft easier to fly

than the simul_Jtor.

As the test program progressed, the simulation

model was updated to reflect flight-test data.

Control-system_ refinements were evaluated on the

simulator before they were incorporated into the

XV-15 design. These refinements, primarily to the

rpm governor and SCAS, improved the response and

handling qualities of the aircraft. Flzght-test

anomalies, rea[ _r _redicted, were investigated,

and in many cases resolved through the use of the

simulation model.

In addition _o the simulation activities

directly related to flight test and configuration

development, limited investigations were made of

the XV-15's potential for military missions.

Problem Areas

A consistent problem with the XV-15 piloted

simulation evaluations was height control in hover-

ing flight. Initially, the problem was severe and

caused vertic_i pilot-induced oscillations (PIO).

This complicated vertical landing tasks, and, at

times, the simulated aircraft could not be success-

fully landed. Part of the problem was identified

as visual system time-constant errors and motion

system washouts; although improvements were made,

the problem was not completely resolved. Engine

and power-lever (collective) responses were then

improved by reducing the engine time-constant and

providing some lead in vertical response to power-

lever inputs. Considerable improvement in height

control resulted. This PIO tendency is normally

not encountered by the pilots in the actual air-

craft; however it is identifiable on time history

data. In hovering flight, most of the power-lever

activity occurs within a foot or two of the ground

because of downwash perturbations.
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Anapparentlowroll dampingcausedmanysimu-
lator pilots to inducelow-frequency(about.5 Hz),
low-magnituderoll oscillations in hoveringflight.
This tendencyhasbeenseenonlyto a slight degree
in theaircraft. A roll SCASlimit cyclecanbe
observedonstrip-chartrecordersduringflight;
however,mostpilots arenot awareof theoscilla-
tion. Onthe simulatorit wascommon,andthePIO
wasdistracting. Adetailedevaluationof the
roll dissimilarities betweentheaircraft andsimu-
lator wasperformedandis discussedin thesection
onfidelity.

Airspeedlimits wereimposedonXV-15FSAA
simulatoroperationsbecauseof numericalinsta-
bilities or computercycletimeeffects. Generally,
thesimulatorairspeedlimit occurredat 230-240
KIASandwasmanifestedbythestart of a low-
magnitude,moderate-frequencypitchoscillation.
Thiscouldbeavoidedbyoperatingwith thepitch
SCASoff. In fixedbaseoperation,it couldnotbe
seenby thepilot, but it wasstill occurring.
Theselimits will affect higherspeedXV-15simu-
lation investigationsuntil cycletimesare
decreased.Todate, theXV-15hasachieved225
KIASor 235KCASin level flight; thedive-speed
envelopehasnot beeninvestigated.
Limitations

As with any single-monitor television display,

the field of view (FOV) available to the pilot was

limited. For the FSAA, this field was 47 ° later-

ally by 37 ° vertically. The FOV from the pilot's

seat (right side of cockpit) is shown in Fig. 16

along with that of the simulator. The limitations

are obvious. In an attempt to improve the FOV over

the nose, the viewpoint was biased 4 ° down. Some

pilots perceived this as a slight nose-down atti-

tude and corrected it with small, aft stick input.

This caused a tendency to inadvertently start low-

velocity, aft translations in hover.

The lack of all peripheral cues prevented some

military missions from being evaluated. Shipboard

operation was an example of this limitation. A

straight-in approach to the hangar deck on the

stern of a Spruance-class destroyer (DD963) could

be made; however, 45 ° or sliding approaches to an

LHA were not possible. Once on the deck of the

destroyer, the hangar door filled the entire FOV,

and attitude control was very difficult, especially

in hovering flight with the deck motion for various

sea states. The field of view was not as signifi-

cant a problem when operating on an LHA, but deck-

motion problems were similar. This is primarily a

software problem in establishing aircraft contact

with a moving deck.

The largest visual system terrain board used

provides a flyable length of 13.2 km (8.2 miles)

and a width of 2.7 km (1.7 miles). When pilots

exceed these limits, they encounter a simulated

cloud bank, and must go on instruments. This

occasionally caused orientation problems, particu-

larly during high-speed operations; however, the

pilots generally adapted fairly quickly to this

limitation. For extended cruise flight or evalua-

tions without terrain board limitations, the camera

could be placed in a "tub" which provided a 360 °

scene above the clouds, with distant clouds and

sky for attitude reference. The loss of visual

translation cues in this environment was not as

significant to the pilot.

Future Applications

To date, only limited evaluations of advanced

tilt-rotor applications, 12 other than those related

to the project, have been conducted at Ames Research

,o ¸
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Fig. 16 XV-15 pilot seat field of view.
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Center using the XV-15 simulation model. However,

the military services are interested in the tilt-

rotor concept for application to military missions,

based on the demonstrated ability to perform the

mission of a helicopter and that of a high-speed,

turboprop airplane. The versatility of the concept

is enhanced by its low noise signature, rapid

acceleration/deceleration, and fuel efficiency.

Service demonstrations of the XV-15 are sched-

uled this year. These include the concept's evalu-

ation for the Army's Special Electronic Mission

Aircraft (SEMA), operations in a shipboard environ-

ment for the U.S. Marines/U.S. Navy, and operation

in the nap-of-the-earth (NOE) environment. Some

preliminary evaluations of these missions have been

performed on the simulator. The simulation model

also has the capability to permit investigations of

growth versions of tilt-rotor configurations which

meet military service requirements of the future.

Scaled-up tilt rotors of the 35,000-ib class are

being considered. In addition to military versions,

the application of tilt-rotor technology to civil

missions has been studied. Simulation offers an

early look at certification criteria, both VFR and

IFR, for this unique concept.

Additional areas where this existing simula-

tion capability will be of significant value are

in advanced control-system developmental work.

These include sophisticated control-law formula-

tions for alleviation of structural loads problems

in maneuvers (rotor flapping controller), and in

development of fly-by-wire/optics systems.

Simulation Fidelity

An assessment of simulation fidelity neces-

sarily remains subjective from the pilot's view-

point, although specific recormmendations for

assessment in terms of objective measures are

beginning to appear. 14-I? Regardless of _ssess-

ment technique, any specific determination of

fidelity is tempered by the purpose of the simula-

tion and the tasks to be performed. Good fidelity

is assured if the simulation-generated cues cause

the simulator task to specifically relate to the

real-world task or if that which the pilot experi-

ences and learns in the simulator adequately pre-

pares him for the actual aircraft experience.

Sinacori 14 defines fidelity in two ways: en$ineer-

ing fidel_y, meaning the measured closeness to the

real world; and perceptual fidelitx, meaning the

perceived closeness to the real world. Good per-

ceptual fidelity is obtained when the pilot gets

out of the simulator saying, "That is the airplane."

If the simulation engineering staff can fully cor-

roborate or rationalize the basis for the pilot

either making or not making this statement, then

both fidelity categories are defined. The follow-

ing discussions present the major fidelity issues

encountered during the various XV-15 simulations,

and the steps taken to improve the perceptual

fidelity, without compromising the engineering

fidelity.

Digital Cycle-Time Effects

In any digital simulation program, a prime

item affecting the simulation fidelity is the cycle

time--the time increment from digital computer

read-in to system response as seen by the pilot.

For example, if the pilot inputs a control

displacement, the increment enters the digital com-

puter at the first read-in point, the data are pro-

cessed during the time interval, and the response is

returned to the pilot an average of 1.5 cycles after

his inputs. This shows up as a discrete time delay,

essentially giving the pilot an apparent adverse

phase shift, with no gain change. If the pilot is

providing a control input at 0.5 Hz, the phase lag

increment is -18 ° for a 67-msec cycle time. This is

a simplistic view of this effect. The significant

point is that if an aircraft system is marginal on

response, such that a pilot-induced oscillation (PIO)

tendency exists, the cycle-time delay can make it

critical. Also, if cycle times become large, there

is the possibility of the pilot being aware of the

digital updates through a "ratchet"-type effect in

perceived visual system responses. Based on these

problems, it is desirable to maintain the cycle time

as low as possible, preferably less than 40 msec.

Because of the size and complexity of the XV-15

mathematical model, the cycle times have always been

in excess of 50 msec, and during recent experiments,

as high as 70 msec. This long cycle-time contrib-

uted to three specifically identified simulation

problems: a roll-control PIO problem at low air-

speeds in helicopter-mode flight; a vertical-mode

PIO tendency at low airspeeds; and a high-airspeed

numerical instability in the pitch axis, with the

stability and control augmentation system (SCAS)

engaged. It also required a compromise in the

landing gear mode1_ng.

Roll PIO Problems. The roll PIO problem was

most severe with the most recent simulation efforts,

when the cycle-time approached 70 msec. This was

due to increased sophistication of the simulation to

include ship dynamics for carrier compatibility

evaluations, and this was also the first time mea-

sured aircraft control hysteresis was used exten-

sively during routine evaluations. The problem was

further aggravated by a change made in the visual

system drive parameters which caused an unexplained

additional lag, not detected during the setup period,

and also, not present in prior simulations. During

this simulation period, the aircraft was also in

flight test, enabling specific test data to be

obtained to investigate the discrepancy between

flight and simulator characteristics. These data

are presented in Fig. 17 as the simple roll degree-

of-freedom frequency response characteristics in

hover.

The first step in developing the data shown in

Fig. 17 was to calculate the rigid airframe-controls

response characteristics, using perturbation deriv-

atives obtained from the simulation. This was

considered valid, since flight checks of aircraft

control sensitivity (roll rate per inch control)

showed good agreement with simulation results. The

aircraft response-time constants were not determined.

The aircraft oscillatory response data were then

obtained at frequencies of 4.5 and 6.6 rad/sec, and

compared with the simulator response (without

hysteresis); the gross discrepancy in both the air-

craft and simulator phase relative to the calculated

rigid airframe phase was then found. The aircraft

discrepancy was resolved by incorporating the known

control flexibility,* which had been documented

*Churchill, Gary B., Clement, Warren F., and Craig,

Samuel J., "XV-15 Tilt Rotor Aircraft Control Sys-

tems Status Report," Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft

Project Office, NASA, ARC, Moffett Field, Calif.
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Fig. 17 XV-15 hover roll response: aircraft versus simulation, attitude retention off.

during the aircraft control-system integrated sys-

tems tests, and adjusting the phase for the effects

of control hysteresis. 18 The gain increment pre_

dicted by Ref. 18 does not show in the aircraft

response because of a unique SCAS design. This

completely rationalized the aircraft discrepancy

and, with the inclusion of the attitude control

lag-limit criterion, 19 substantiated the aircraft

PIO tendency. The basis for the simulator PIO

characteristics was fully substantiated by the

visual lag; however, the anticipated phase lag

increment was 18 ° at 3 rad, not 63 ° , as measured.

The visual system roll axis normally has a

0.22-sec lead installed, which compensates for a

smoothing filter installed to prevent the "ratchet"

effect owing to cycle-time from being apparent to

the pilot. This lead was increased to 0.45 sec;

the effect of the lead is presented in Fig. 18.

These data were obtained by driving the lateral

stick trim position, with the attitude-retention

SCAS mode engaged. The stick gradient was

increased to attempt to prevent the stick from

"breaking out" of trim, because of the motion,

since this disengages attitude retention. This

worked for the two low-frequency points, but not

at frequencies above 2 rad/sec, and caused the

amplitude response to be higher than predicted in

this region. The effect of the 0.23-sec lead was

to increase the response by 3 dB at 3 rad, and to

bring the phase into very close agreement with

predicted aircraft characteristics. (These shap-

ing functions for altering the visual response

characteristics are discussed in detail in Ref. 5.)

For this configuration, then, the response closely

approximated the aircraft with control flexibility,

but with no hysteresis. Reference 20 provides an

excellent technical analysis of the importance of

visual display lag effects and compensation. During

these tests, the motion-system response was also

evaluated; it showed reasonable correlation with the

aircraft. The previously established phase for

0.22-sec lead is presented for comparison.

On the day following the implementation of this

"fix," a pilot encountered the roll PIO in the air-

craft, while on final approach. His comment during

the postflight debriefing was, "You've fixed the

simulation, now fix the ..... airplane!" This work

is in progress.

These data are unique, in that correlation data

of this depth are rarely available. However, the

requirement for perceptual fidelity to be corrobo-

rated by engineering fidelity evaluations is vividly

demonstrated.

Vertical PIO Problem. The vertical-mode PIO

problem was quite similar to the roll problem. The

present aircraft thrust/power management system

creates a slight PIO tendency on approach, which can

be seen in flight data time histories. Pilots have

excited this on occasion, but not for more than

3 to 4 cycles. As in the roll problem, when hys-

teresis was introduced in the simulation, all pilots

had PIO problems. Even without the hysteresis, the

simulator was always more critical. Investigation

of the mathematical model showed the engine response-

time constant to be high by a factor of 3 (1.8 sec

instead of 0.6), based on engine-test-stand data

provided by Lycoming. One additional problem was

found by checking visual system vertical-drive

errors, and finding a drive-system lag which was

unrelated to cycle time. This combined with the
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digital cycle-time delay to give a total system

delay of about 0.2 sec at about 3 rad/sec. Resolv-

ing the vertical response problem then required

elimination of the hysteresis and adding lead com-

pensation in the visual vertical drive to eliminate

the drive error. System design changes to allevi-

ate the actual aircraft PIO tendency are presently

being evaluated, and will be incorporated in March

1982. This problem was less severe on the VMS than

on the FSAA, indicating that it may be partially

caused by vertical motion cueing. Sufficient spe-

cific fidelity evaluations to rationalize this

have not been obtained.

Numerical Instability. The numerical insta-

bility at high speeds, SCAS on, results from a

numerical instability in the pitch SCAS trasnfer

function integration algorithm caulked by cycle-time

delays. Several fixes have been attempted; all

were minimally effective. The net effect is a

large-amplitude, high-frequency, pitch limit-cycle

that occurs at about 240 knots at cycle times of

about 60 msec, and at 190 knots at a cyc:le time

of 70 msec. The divergence airspeed appears to be

approximately an inverse function of the cycle-

time. Since the primary use of the simulation has

been at lower airspeeds, further resolution of

this problem has not been attempted.

Landin$ Gear. The final element of the simu-

lation significantly affected by digital cycle-

times is the landing gear modeling. Reasonable

simulation cycle-times for landing gear modeling

are of the order of 2 to 4 msec because of the

extremely high rate of change of landing gear

loads during touchdown. The XV-15 cycle-time

requirements therelore precluded using an accurate

model; however, a simplified model was developed

which reasol_ably rt_presented the touchdown and roll-

out characterist:ics. This modeling is adequate for

gross evaluations of taxi and ground handling. The

modeling of the _ear is invalid at simulated power

settings of less than 20% where numerical insta-

bilities occur.

Simulator Hardware Effects

The simuLutilm hardware affecting the dynamics

of simulation fid(_]ity are the flight controls, the

m(_tion and as_;oq i,Tted washout systems, and the

visual systems. These systems critically affect

the fidelity in _J]l phases of operation, occasion-

ally in subtle, unanticipated ways. At the onset

of the simul;_ti,m program, it was determined that

specific, def initive criteria and methods for

eva]uatin>_ siT_ui_tion fidelity, as affected by

these syste_l_, _:_re lacking. Systems Technology,

hlc:. was, th_re or_, asked to provide these 21 under

ti_e ongoing s,Jpi_>rt services contract for the XV-15.

The procedHY_ developed by STI defined the

perLormance d:_t _ requirements and criteria for

initial eva]u_I i,,_[_, as well as suggested periodic

checks to be' :_,_i_l_:_gainst possible degradations

owing to "weber _.d tear." A summary of the signifi-

cant time, ks and ev:zluation criteria is presented in

Fig. 19. Th_ visual system performance checks were

added by the tilt-tutor Project Office in 1981,

following the p_:_,viously discussed roll PIO prob-

lems. With the _xception of the static alignment

procedure _,r v[ _uai system setup, all fidelity

check pro_e_d_,_ - have been automated to facilitate

14
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Fig. 19 Simulation hardware fidelity evaluations.

their use in the event such use is warranted by

suspected malfunctions.

Visual System. The capability to perform

fidelity checks quickly and easily is of particular

importance with the visual systems. These may be

used as much as 16 hr per day on a variety of

simulations, with only weekly maintenance, unless

specific faults are identified. The static align-

ment procedure is performed during set-up at the

beginning of a shift. This is normally sufficient,

but if the simulated aircraft requires a low pilot-

eye height in the runway, the alignment must be

repeated several times during the day (because of

temperature effects on the structure supporting the

terrain boards and the camera gantry). The linear

calibrations and the dynamic response of the system

using the SAFE* procedure are normally not variant,

and the weekly checks during maintenance should be

sufficient.

The overall performance checks, added in

September 1981, were found to be the most important

during operations. These were done using the full-

up simulation, and performing relatively severe

low-altitude, low-speed maneuvers, which included

lateral and longitudinal quick stops, jump takeoffs,

and hard landings. The time-history plots of the

visual-system errors gave an immediate presentation

of any system problems, such as degraded servo per-

formance, or hysteresis and threshold problems.

It was found that this procedure was at times more

effective in locating system malfunctions than the

normal maintenance procedures.

Motion System. In general, the motion system

performances on both the FSAA and the VMS were

consistent during simulation periods. The daily

motion checks adequately verified overall

*SAFE--Six-Axis Frequency Evaluation--is a program

originally designed to measure the frequency

response of the motion base. It has also been

adapted to use on the visual systems and McFadden

loader systems.

performance, and the weekly SAFE runs provided com-

plete software and computer equipment verifications.

The only significant deficiency is the lack of a

capability of evaluating the motion drive and wash-

out logic systems and making direct comparisons

with calculated aircraft responses. As with most

simulator motion systems, the determination of

washout characteristics is somewhat of a "black art,"

and adequate cab instrumentation (linear and angular

accelerometers or rate gyros) have not been avail-

able for specific determination of cab-to-aircraft

response transfer function. The motion-drive logic

parameters are set up by a "simulation" pilot

operating the system before it is given to "real"

pilots. This occasionally requires iterations,

especially if the simulation is of a real aircraft,

such as the XV-15.

Control Loaders. McFadden control loaders

were provided for the control sticks and pedals, and

they were found to be quite reliable in all simu-

lations. The data for force versus displacement and

frequency responses were spot checked periodically

and did not change.

Flight-Test Data Correlation

The final test of both engineering and percep-

tual fidelity comes with comparison of simulation

and flight-test results. To date, the scope of the

XV-15 flight-test program has included envelope

expansion and aeroelastic stability testing. This

has provided significant amounts of performance and

trim data. Handling qualities have been evaluated

only qualitatively; however, some dynamics data

have been obtained for evaluation of specific air-

craft anomalies.

Performance. Level-flight predicted and mea-

sured performance data are presented in Fig. 20.

The only change in the simulation program to gener-

ate the predicted data was to increase the flat

plate drag from 7 to 9 ft 2. This increment was

based on the XV-15 wind-tunnel tests performed in

1978.
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Static Trim. The static longitudinal trim

curves are presented in Fig. 2] as functions of

airspeed and nacelle incidence angle, i N . Correla-

tion is generally good, with the deviation between

prediction and test increasing as the aircraft is

converted from the helicopter to airplane mode.

This is attributable to errors in modeling of the

downwash at the tail. The simulation model is

based on small-scale wind-tunnel data, and two

minor discrepancies exist: one is caused by flap

effects, the other by wind-tunnel wall effects.

The downwash discrepancy between prediction and

flight data at 160 knots, with flaps retracted, is

approximately 1 °.

Dynamics. The real essence of simulation

fidelity is in obtaining good correlation on sys-

tem dynamics: pilot responses, disturbance

responses, and stability problems. The specific

handling-qualities issues have not yet been

addressed in the flight-test program, so compara-

tive data are generally not available. Qualitative

evaluations of short period, dutch roll, and man-

euver characteristics have not indicated signifi-

cant disparities between the aircraft and the

simulation. Hover control responses in pitch,

roll, and yaw with SCAS modifications were evalu-

ated, and control sensitivities in flight were

very close to design values established on the

simulator. The roll axis dynamic response data

obtained for the fidelity checks also bear this

out. There were, however, two additional simula-

tion fidelity checkpoints flown where specific

comparative data were obtained, and one instance

of flight instability predicted on the simulator.

The flight-stability problem, caused by the

rpm governor, occurs at high sink rate (2,500

ft/min) and at about 70 knots airspeed. It is

characterized by large-amplitude rotor-speed,

pitch-attitude, and sink-rate oscillations. When

first enc_unter_d on the simulator (1975), the

pilots would consistently either crash or abort.

The recovery prncedure defined was simply to

increase power. The instability was first encoun-

tered on the aircraft during the first high-sink-

rate approachef_ in 1979. Governor time-history data

from this flight and from the simulation are pre-

sented in Fig. _2. The decay of the oscillation

occurs in both cases after power application. This

governor instability problem has since been fully

resolved, using a simulation defined modification

to the governor. It was not resolved when dis-

covered (m the simulation, because the contractor

did not believ_ _ it was "real"; however, the

Project Office thought it was real, and a safe,

effective recovery mode was defined. Flight safety

was the only basis under the terms of the contract

on which th_ Prnject Office could force design

changes.

The two additional flight checks for fidelity

data were flown because the pilots believed that the

simulator trim change with flaps and trim change

with power in _irplane mode were excessive. This

was during a period when the simulation was operat-

ing simultane(,L_s]V with XV-15 flight-test operations

at Ames Researc:h Center, and the flight-test plan

included airpJane-mode operations. These data, pre-

sented in Figs° 23 and 24, show good correlation

between the aircr_ft and simulator. In these

instances the ,ngineering fidelity is shown to be

quite good; before flight checks, however, the per-

ceptual fidetitv was regarded as poor. The reason

for this is not fully understood; however, it does

point out the vulue of flying specific manuevers on

both the simul;_tor and aircraft for fidelity com-

parisons. A rationale may be that the limited

acceleration capability in the simulator biases the

perceptual fidelity. The net result is that this

contributes [_) the tendency of the pilots to treat

the actual aircraft much more tenderly than they do

the simulator.
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Fig. 24 Simulator versus aircraft: trim change with power pull (initial airspeed 163 knots).

Conclusions

The following conclusions derive from the

XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft simulations

studies:

i) Simulation has been a powerful tool in

procurement, design, development, and flight test

of the XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft.

2) A requirement for simulation during

proposal evaluations provides major benefits to

the procuring agency.

3) Perceptual fidelity evaluations of simu-

lation are invalid without engineering corrobora-

tions.

4) Engineering fidelity evaluations require

full equipment dynamic response evaluations, as

well as evaluations of the mathematical model.

5) Use of simulation for developing specifi-

cation or certification criteria is invalid without

first evaluating the simulation fidelity.

6) Fidelity evaluation procedures and criteria

are the most significant deficiencies in this "art."

7) As a result of simulation fidelity evalua-

tions, a potentially critical aircraft roll PIO

problem was identified.

All of this simulation effort_ithough it accom-

plished specific objectives in XV-15 design, evalua-

tion, and pilot training--had another significant

effect on the program: this was the confidence of

the pilots and engineers in the design and

handling qualities of the aircraft. The XV-15

continues to safely demonstrate tilt-rotor tech-

nology for military and civil applications.
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